
A Mordesh alchemist is interested in 
the moodies’ connection to the 
afterlife and wants the player to 
conduct a series of experiments 
within the camp.

Celestion: Tract 1 (Exile) Lv6-9

The Lives and Deaths of 

Moodies

Last Updated: (8/01/13)

E1
(6)

A large camp of Draken hunters have 
been kidnapping and killing Aurin 
refugees, predator-style. After setting 
up protections around Woodhaven, 
Arwick sends the player on a frontal 
assault against the Draken threat.

Draken on the Hunt

E3
(7-8)

E2
(7)

Watcher Sageroot has sensed turmoil 

in the forest and needs the player’s 

help. Buzzbings, modified by the Chua 

for weapons research, have been 

hypnotizing and killing the creatures 

of Thistlewood Thicket. It's up to 

players to rescue the forest's critters 

from a never-ending sleep!

Celestion: Tract 2 (Exile) Lv9-12

Last Updated: (8/01/13)

Celestion: Tract 3 (Exile) Lv12-14

Last Updated: (8/01/13)

Glenview’s Bulwark

 Pollenberry Grove

The player joins Arwick Redleaf and Queen Myala 
Everstar in this continuation from Everstar Grove. 
The Aurin have the Dominion military on the 
retreat, but Chua soldiers are burning the forest to 
the ground as they fall back. It’s up to the player to 
stop the deforestation and save any wildlife or 
Aurin in danger.

Greenbough’s Guardian

Tract 1

Start
Thistlewood Thicket

The Woodhaven Watcher

Darkloam Hollow

E4
(8)

The Lopp treasure-hunters of Hijunga Village have 

built their houses high among the trees to avoid 

the dangers of the forest floor. Giant beasts are on 

the rampage, smashing anything in their path, and 

more and more, Lopp who venture from the safety 

of the treetop village never return. Help Chief 

Chugach restore order to his clan before there’s 

no village left to live in!

Gargantuan Troubles

Tract 2

Sylvan Glade

E1
(9)

E3
(10)

E2
(9)

E4
(11)

Exo-Site N22

Zeta Junction

Arwick Redleaf & Myala Everstar

The Explorers Union in Sylvan Glade has received 

a mysterious and enticing transmission from 

inside the ruins of Exo-Site N22. Now, with your 

help, Tomas Borgoli plans to lead the exciting 

expedition to contact an ancient, Eldan AI known 

as the Caretaker. A facet of this Caretaker, 

damaged from years or isolation and inactivity 

plans on stealing the primal imprints of the 

expedition and assembling a clone army. To stop 

the evil Caretaker, players will have to use his 

better half against him.

The Eldan Legacy

Hijunga Village

Players are introduced to Eyra, Queen Mayala 

Everstar’s consort, when assisting with an herbal 

remedy used to heal the Queen. It becomes clear 

that Eyra would make a perfect Matria for Sylvan 

Glade. Myala has asked that you assist Eyra in 

these trials.

The Making of a Matria

The ICI have gotten their hands on a dangerous 

and ancient Eldan laser-canon near the ruins of 

Exo-Site N22. Now, the Black Hoods must contract 

the player’s services if they hope to stop the ICI 

from using the canon to target the Exile’s Arkship!

Double Oh Negative

Found content area

Greenbough Glen

Found content area

Celestial Falls

E1
(12-13)

Verdant Sanctuary

E2
(13)

E3
(13)

Grimveil Enclave

Cursewood

Woodhaven

Emberwood

Sylvan Glade

Pools of Vitara

V. Lazarin & L. Lazarin

Darkwhisper Enclave

The Mordesh of Darkwhisper Encalve are running 

dangerously low on Vitalus reserves and need to 

locate a reliable source of Primal Life energy, its 

rarest component. Preliminary scans have 

indicated that potent sources of Primal Life lie 

somewhere in the forests of Celestion. Can the 

Mordesh find and extract enough resources in 

time? Victor and Lucy Lazarin are betting their 

lives on it.

Searching for Primal Life

Tract 3

Grimhold Enclave

The trip to Nexus nearly exhausted the Mordesh’s 

Vitalus supply, and so a rationing order has been 

put into effect throughout Darkwhisper Enclave. 

Victor Lazarin, famed scientist and creator the 

Contagion, believes that the key to nearly 

unlimited Vitalus Serum can be found within the 

Pools of Vitara. All the player has to do is harvest 

it...

A Desperate Hope

A former district of Thayd, Grimhold Enclave, has 

been quarantined as the Contagion runs rampant. 

Due to a shortage of Vitalus Serum, once 

upstanding Mordesh citizens have turned 

Ravenous, destroying anything and anyone that 

enters their path! Now players must join the Grim 

Reapers’ extermination efforts against the 

Ravenous undead that plague the quarantined 

district of Grimhold.

The Grim Reapers
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